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The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up - Marie Kondo 2014-10-14
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The book that sparked a
revolution and inspired the hit Netflix series Tidying Up with Marie
Kondo: the original guide to decluttering your home once and for all.
ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE—CNN
Despite constant efforts to declutter your home, do papers still
accumulate like snowdrifts and clothes pile up like a tangled mess of
noodles? Japanese cleaning consultant Marie Kondo takes tidying to a
whole new level, promising that if you properly simplify and organize
your home once, you’ll never have to do it again. Most methods advocate
a room-by-room or little-by-little approach, which doom you to pick away
at your piles of stuff forever. The KonMari Method, with its revolutionary
category-by-category system, leads to lasting results. In fact, none of
Kondo’s clients have lapsed (and she still has a three-month waiting list).
With detailed guidance for determining which items in your house “spark
joy” (and which don’t), this international bestseller will help you clear
your clutter and enjoy the unique magic of a tidy home—and the calm,
motivated mindset it can inspire.
Essentials Large Black Grid-Lined Notebook, A5 Size - Peter Pauper
Press Inc. 2013-01-01
Always create. Never compromise. Our iconic, high-performing
Essentials notebooks inspire expression and fuel creativity. You'll find
this sleek design -- in understated black with grid-lined pages -indispensable, whether you use it for designing, sketching, planning,
note-taking, or jotting down ideas. And with 25 percent heavier paper
stock than Moleskine brand notebooks, bleed-through is a thing of the
past. FEATURES Durable hardcover looks great and resists scuff marks
and scratches. This notebook is the classic A5 size (5-1/2 inches x 8
inches). 192 grid-lined pages. Elastic band attached to back cover keeps
journal closed. Ribbon bookmark keeps your place. 100-gsm acidfree/archival paper preserves your work. Binding lies flat for ease of use.
Inside back cover pocket holds notes, receipts, business cards, etc.
Love to Sew - Debbie von Grabler-Crozier 2018-02-12
Get that 'just right' balance into your home and life with the 20 fresh
Scandinavian-inspired designs in this book.Lagom aer baest, or 'the right
amount is best' - a Swedish philosophy that fosters the concept of living a
simpler and more balanced life. In this book, author and blogger Debbie
von Grabler-Crozier shows you how to embrace the ethos of Lagom by
teaching you how to sew 20 beautiful accessories for your home that
combine Scandi style with simple and practical design.Inside, discover
quietly stunning items such as a cushion, doorstop, a quilted throw,
bunting and a wall hanging, as well as a bag and soft, felt Swedish house
shoes; all of which are perfect for transforming your home into a Lagominspired retreat away from the bustle of everyday life. Each design is
made using natural materials such as cotton, linen and wool felt, but can
easily be created using spare material and scraps in the house. In
addition, full-size templates are available to download to complement the
Kindle edition - see inside for more details!With step-by-step instructions
and gorgeous photographs accompanying every project, and essential
sewing techniques clearly laid out at the beginning of Debbie's book,
your path to a healthier, relaxing lifestyle has never been easier.
Dot Journal (Rose Gold) - Potter Potter Gift 2020-09-15
Organize your life the analog way in our digital world. All you need is a
pen, this Dot Journal, and five minutes--it's that easy. This trendy, rose
gold-clad blank notebook is perfect for every single one of your
journaling needs: planning, listing, chronicling, setting goals, charting,
note-taking, indexing, sketching, and free-writing. Gone are the days of
dedicated agendas and to-do lists. The Dot Journal allows you to keep
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every part of your life, from day-to-day activities and experiences to longterm goals, organized in one portable, tidy place.
Nocturnelle Journal - Hartley & Marks Publishers Inc 2016-04-04
Paperblanks Nocturnelle journal, a reproduction of an antique French
binding, is based on a cover designed in 1829 by publishers A. & W.
Galignani for The Poetical Works of Thomas Moore. This notebook cover
suggests the fine Moroccan leather, structural sturdiness, careful
finishing and ridged spine preferred for bindings of that era
Mountaineering: Freedom of the Hills - The Mountaineers
2017-10-05
“The definitive guide to mountains and climbing . . .”—Conrad Anker For
nearly 60 years it’s been revered as the “bible” of mountaineering–and
now it’s even better than ever • The best-selling instructional text for
new and intermediate climbers for more than half a century • New
edition—fully updated techniques and all-new illustrations • Researched
and written by a team of expert climbers Mountaineering: The Freedom
of the Hills is the text beloved by generations of new climbers—the
standard for climbing education around the world where it has been
translated into 12 languages. For the all-new 9th Edition, committees
comprosed of active climbers and climbing educators reviewed every
chapter of instruction, and discussed updates with staff from the
American Alpine Club (AAC), the American Institute for Avalanche
Research and Education (AIARE), and the Access Fund. They also
worked with professional members of the American Mountain Guides
Association (AMGA), to review their work and ensure that the updated
textbook includes the most current best practices for both alpine and
rock climbing instruction. From gear selection to belay and repel
techniques, from glacier travel to rope work, to safety, safety, and more
safety—there is no more comprehensive and thoroughly vetted training
manual for climbing than the standard set by Mountaineering: The
Freedom of the Hills, 9th Edition. Significant updates to this edition
include: • New alignment with AAC’s nationwide universal belay
standard • Expanded and more detailed avalanche safety info, including
how to better understand avalanches, evaluate hazards, travel safely in
avy terrain, and locate and rescue a fellow climber in an avalanche •
Newly revamped chapters on clothing and camping • All-new
illustrations reflecting the latest gear and techniques—created by artist
John McMullen, former art director of Climbing magazine • Review of
and contributions to multiple sections by AMGA-certified guides • Fresh
approach to the Ten Essentials—now making the iconic list easier to
recall
The Mood Guide to Fabric and Fashion - Mood Designer Fabrics
2015-09-01
“Designers, we’re going to Mood!” More than 10 years ago, Tim Gunn
and Project Runway introduced millions of viewers to New York’s
ultimate fabric mecca, Mood Fabrics. Now, the experts behind this fabric
power- house bring their fabric and fashion know-how—plus their
behind-the-scenes stories—to the sewing public. The Mood Guide to
Fabric and Fashion is the ultimate guide for home-sewers, fashion
students, aspiring designers, and Project Runway fans who want to learn
everything they need to know to choose and use quality fabric. Drawing
upon the expertise of the Mood staff, the book teaches readers the
fundamentals—from where fabric is produced to the ins and outs of its
construction—and features a fabric-by-fabric guide to cottons and other
plant fibers, wools, silks, knits, and other specialty fabrics.
The Parisian Gentleman - Hugo Jacomet 2015-10-01
Perfectly attuned to the rising interest and market for men's style, The
Parisian Gentleman presents the leading men's style-makers, from
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hidden ateliers and little-known studios to internationally renowned
names such as shirtmakers Charvet, shoe-makers Berluti and recently
revived trunkmakers Moynat. The stories of each house, and the
creatives and craftsmen behind them, bring alive the clothes, capture
fading traditions, and celebrate an unceasing dedication to quality. Hugo
Jacomet personally knows many of the leaders of these sought-after
marques, many of which are difficult to access, so the portrait he paints
of each maker derives from first-hand knowledge. Impeccable
photography, much of which was shot exclusively for this publication,
provides an exquisite complement to the words. An essential addition to
the well-dressed man's private wardrobe and collection.
Japanese Screen - Peter Pauper Press 2004-03
Edo-period screen w/trees & flowering plants, 18th century. Gold foil.
Shabby Chic - Rachel Ashwell 2012-02-21
Valuable flea market finds... A peeling, antioue vanity in muted sea
green... An elegant, cracked chandelier... An enormous, slipcovered sofa
with deep, cushions... Comfort, the beauty of imperfections, the allure of
time-worn objects, and the appeal of simple practical living: these are the
cornerstones of what has come to be known as the Shabby Chic style.
Like the cozy familiarity of a well-worn pair of faded jeans, the
dilapidated elegance of an Italian viIla, or the worn grandeur of faded
velvets and mismatched floral china handed down from your
grandmother's attic, the Shabby Chic style is a revived appreciation for
what is used, well-loved, and worn. It is a respect for natural evolution
and a regard for what is easy and sensible. The hundreds of lavish
photographs in this book invite you inside the unique world of Shabby
Chic. Rachel Ashwell, founder of theShabby Chic home decor stores, for
the first time provides her invaluable and much-sought-after advice on
how to re-create Shabby Chic style in your own home. With engaging
text and easy-to- follow instructions, Rachel details the Shabby Chic
basics in a way that will put even the most apprehensive or novice
decorators at ease. From flowers to fabrics to lighting, Rachel illuminates
all of the elements essential to this unpretentious yet truly exquisite
style. A behind-the-scenes look at a flea market lets readers in on
Rachel's personal secrets of how to cull hidden treasures from flea
market trash--an old trunk, its paint peeling around the edges, can be
given new life as a coffee table, while a chipped white iron salvage piece
becomes the perfect frame for a vintage mirror. This book tells you not
only how to restore these pieces but how to find the perfect place for
them in your home. Gorgeous color photographs and accompanying text
reveal how this relaxed look works with a variety of different styles, from
Victorian to Mediterranean to contemporary.
Tokyo - Fodor's Travel Publications, Inc. Staff 2007
Detailed and timely information on accommodations, restaurants, and
local attractions highlight these updated travel guides, which feature allnew covers, a two-color interior design, symbols to indicate budget
options, must-see ratings, multi-day itineraries, Smart Travel Tips,
helpful bulleted maps, tips on transportation, guidelines for shopping
excursions, and other valuable features. Original.
Japan - Stephanie E. Butler 2009
A guide to sights, festivals, hotels, shops, and restaurants in Japan
includes information about local transportation, currency, and customs
Hydrangeas Large Address Book - 2016-01-01
Keep track of your addresses, phone numbers, and emails with this
handsome large desktop address book! Tabbed dividers. Elastic band
place holder. Inside back cover pocket. Silver foil.
Sewn Together - Jenny Doh 2015-03-24
Presents step-by-step, illustrated instructions for twenty-five sewing
projects designed for parents to do with their children, including nesting
dolls, headbands, totes, pillows, patchwork throws, and sleeping bags.
Hearty Good Wishes - Janet Clare 2012
Cupcakes and Cashmere - Emily Schuman 2012-07-20
Based on Emily Schuman’s popular lifestyle blog of the same name,
Cupcakes and Cashmere is the must-have guide for those looking to
establish their own sense of style, organize and decorate their home, or
throw an easy and stylish party. Organized by season, the book expands
on Schuman’s blog by including DIY projects, organization tips, partyplanning ideas, beauty how-tos, and seasonal recipes. Cupcakes and
Cashmere features original material that has not been previously
published on the site. With her signature photographic layouts, Emily
creates a lifestyle that is chic and achievable for every reader, making
this the ultimate style guide for living a fashionable life. Praise for
Cupcakes and Cashmere: “Inspiration for anyone looking to update her
wardrobe, decorate her home, or throw a fab party.” —Shape magazine
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Tiffany's 20th Century - John Loring 1997-09
The long-time Tiffany design director recalls how a small, elitist
Manhattan store became a celebrated source for diamond engagement
rings and fine design, with 350 illustrations of the jewels and luxury
items that made Tiffany's a legend.
Small-Scale Aquaponic Food Production - Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations 2015-12-30
Aquaponics is the integration of aquaculture and soilless culture in a
closed production system. This manual details aquaponics for small-scale
production--predominantly for home use. It is divided into nine chapters
and seven annexes, with each chapter dedicated to an individual module
of aquaponics. The target audience for this manual is agriculture
extension agents, regional fisheries officers, non-governmental
organizations, community organizers, government ministers, companies
and singles worldwide. The intention is to bring a general understanding
of aquaponics to people who previously may have only known about one
aspect.
Address Book - Nova Address Books 2021-03-20
★ FIND AN ADDRESS IN AN INSTANT - Amazing address book with A-Z
tabs to go straight to the details you need. No more looking through bits
of paper, store all your contacts in one of these address books. ★ ALL
DETAILS - Each contact entry contains space for a Name, home address,
3 Phone numbers, Social Media, Email and Birthday. ★ MORE ENTRY
SPACES THAN EVER! - This address book has enough space to record
more than 300 Addresses. With a maximum of 12 spaces per letter; So
there's space for all your contacts. FEATURES: A to Z Tabs. Premium
Floral Matte Cover. Size 8" x 10". With all your contacts in one place you
will never have to go on mad searches for an address, phone number or
even a birthday. Gift this to yourself or to any one you love ♥♥
Nurturing Journeys from Both Sides of the Veil - Virginia Ozue
Seibert 2009-11
Whether you believe in Heavenly Father, Christ, the Gifts of the Holy
Ghost, the Oneness, or Spirit, we are traveling a bumpy road in this life.
Modern Quilts - Modern Quilt Guild 2017-12-01
Admire large, color photographs of the best modern quilting has to
offer—more than 200 quilts curated by the Modern Quilt Guild. From the
Amish and Gee’s Bend to the first use of the word "modern” in quilting,
trace the history of modern quilts and learn about hallmarks of the genre
in a concise retrospective. This beautiful hardcover book celebrates the
genre, honoring its past, present, and future.
Fashion Portfolio - Anna Kiper 2016-10-01
The book takes the reader through all the major steps of fashion portfolio
creation. It features the main components of the design process from the
identification of inspiration sources and fashion trends research to
conceptualization of a complete fashion collection. The topics covered
include mood/fabric boards development, creation of original and
innovative textiles as well as fashion silhouettes and garment details
development through extensive research, quick design sketching, fabric
manipulation, and draping experimentation. Great original designs and
illustrations by the author as well as design sketch samples by
established designers are provided throughout. There are samples of
sketchbooks from professional and emerging fashion artists. The book
provides some insight from established fashion and accessories
designers on the highlights and challenges of the creative process. It is a
great professional reference for techniques in the portfolio development.
A beautiful but practical book that provides useful techniques and helps
the reader get inside the mind of the designer.
Gertie Sews Vintage Casual - Gretchen Hirsch 2014-09-16
The sewing expert behind Craftsy.com and PBS' It's Sew Easy celebrates
post-war fashions by offering patterns and techniques for creating more
than 30 pieces of casual-vintage clothing inspired by icons Katharine
Hepburn, Audrey Hepburn and Rosie the Riveter.
Password Keeper - Password Book 2019-12-16
Have you ever missed your password and still can't log in when you try
all your passwords? Password Logbook - to keep all your password
information secure. Never Forget a Password - Keep all your Passwords
in One Place .Logbook To Protect Usernames, Internet Websites and
Passwords: Password and Username Keeper (Alphabetically organized
pages). The Password book Internet Contains: Websites, usernames and
passwords.. Easily to Find What you are looking (Alphabetical sections
printed respectively, 4 pages for each letter). Notes. Size: 5" x 8" Good
quality white paper. 108 pages Perfect gift !
A Lady of Fashion - Barbara Johnson 1987
Here is a unique window into 18th-century English life, into a privileged
world of fashion, country houses, and travel as it was experienced and
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recorded by Barbara Johnson. 122 illustrations, 93 in color.
Cats Notebook - Proff Blog BOOK 2020-05
This cat notebook . There is ample room inside for writing notes and
ideas. It can be used as a notebook, journal or composition book. This
paperback notebook is 6" x 9" (letter size) and has 120 pages .
Harper's Bazaar - 1941
The Fashion Sketchpad - Tamar Daniel 2011
"Runway figure outlines disappear when scanned or copied!"-- Wrapper.
Haute Couture Fashion Illustration Resource Book - Irina V Ivanova
2016-09-16
Complexity made easy! Illustrate Haute Couture style dress or bridal
gown without unnecessary stress and mistakes. This book is for everyone
who designs, illustrates, or works with "haute couture style" fashion. If
you need to illustrate wedding dresses, evening gowns, one of a kind
outfits loosely covered by the term "haute couture," this book is for you.
With the Haute Couture Fashion Illustration Resource Book, you will Be
more productive. The book is for busy professionals who value their time
and effort. The book includes figure drawing templates, so you do not
have to draw your fashion illustration from scratch! Select a croquis from
the book and sketch over it. Jumpstart your project! This book breaks
through creative blocks by offering ideas of dress silhouettes and
inspiring step-by-step drawing demos. Be focused on the practical
aspects of fashion design. You need to illustrate your dress with an
understanding of sewing and fabrics. All illustrations of the dress
elements in this book were created with the expert knowledge of Haute
Couture construction. Learn how to draw accurately. All drawings in this
book are simple pencil drawings with step-by-step demos, making it
easier to see the illustration process. Learn visually. Are you a visual
learner? Then this book is for you! The book has almost no text, just
terms, and captions. The Haute Couture resource book is not a book to
read; it is a tool to practice. Stay focused on details. In many cases,
Haute couture-style dress is all about intricate details. To draw complex
design elements accurately and fast could be an intimidating task, and
this book contains a series of clearly depicted details. It is easier to get
your project done with this book on your desk. In the Haute Couture
Fashion Illustration Resource Book, you will find 700+ hand-drawn
pencil illustrations collection of dress silhouettes with examples and
analytics 18 haute couture style figure templates basic terminology of
wedding dresses and evening gowns step by step drawing tutorials
gallery of dress elements such as necklines, sleeves, hemlines,
waistlines, trains gallery of headwear details such as veils, blushers, hair
decorations, and flowers collection of structural elements of dresses and
gowns such as cascade, drapery, gathers, pleats, ruffles, flares Save time
and effort and achieve professional-grade results with the Fashion
Illustration Resource Book. This book will be equally valuable to
advanced designers and novices in fashion illustration.
Schools of Thought - Rexford Brown 1993-08-10
As a result of his visits to classrooms across the nation, Brown has
compiled an engaging, thought-provoking collection of classroom
vignettes which show the ways in which national, state, and local school
politics translate into changed classroom practices. "Captures the
breadth, depth, and urgency of education reform".--Bill Clinton.
Grids & Guides - Red - Collectif, 2015-09-01
Our bestseller is now available in red! Grids & Guides promises another
144 pages of varied and unusual graph paper (including some new grid
designs), interspersed with more engaging charts and infographics--from
knot tying to logic expressions--for right- and left-brainers alike. If your
designs, notes, or other visual thinking need a splash of color, this is the
answer. Encased in the same sturdy, cloth-wrapped cover, this time in a
bright new shade.
Password Book for Work. a Premium Journal and Logbook to Protect
Usernames and Passwords /email Address and Password Book Large
Print/ Email Address and Password Book - password password book
2020-03-21
Keep your important information safe. This is the perfect book to keep all
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your password information together and secure. This book has
approximately 108 pages and is printed on high quality stock. In
addition, the pages are alphabetized so you can quickly and conveinently
find what you need. Whether its social media, bills or online account info,
Premium matte cover design. Alphabetized pages . Perfectly sized at 6 x
9.
Popular Science - 1950-07
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve
their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science
and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and
technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.
All about Fabrics - Stephanie K. Holland 1987
A comprehensive book that examines the qualities of different fibres and
fabrics and provides students with activities in which they can apply this
information.
William Morris: Seaweed (Address Book) - Flame Tree Studio 2021-11-16
Address book companion to the exciting and luxurious Flame Tree
Notebooks. Combining high-quality production with magnificent fine art,
the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed, then foil
stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for
receipts and scraps, two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These
are perfect for personal use and make a dazzling gift. This example
features William Morris' Seaweed. Born in Kent, William Morris was an
outstanding character of many talents, being an architect, writer, social
campaigner, artist and, with his Kelmscott Press, an important figure of
the Arts and Crafts movement. Many of us probably know him best,
however, from his superb furnishings and textile designs, intricately
weaving together natural motifs in a highly stylized two-dimensional
fashion influenced by medieval conventions.
Complete Book of Beauty - Helena Sunnydale 2005
World of Quilts—25 Modern Projects - Cassandra Ellis 2014-10-07
Travel the globe with these 25 quilt projects—no passport required! In
World of Quilts—25 Modern Projects, Cassandra Ellis presents quilt
projects that are historically rooted in cultures around the world. Using
time-honored techniques, she strips quilting back to the basics to inspire
you both aesthetically and practically. The quilts vary in size, difficulty,
and fabrics, so you can mix and match elements to create a design that's
at once unique and personal. The second part of the book is a “Quilt
Masterclass” reference to guide you through the quilting process from
start to finish.
Inheritance - Riane Menardi Morrison 2018-11-21
Inheritance: Minimal Quilts for the Modern Home features over a dozen
modern quilt patterns and techniques for quilters of all skill levels.
Address Book - Large Print Designs 2019-12-03
Quality Large Print Address Book for Under $10 This large print address
book (8.5 x 11 inches) has plenty of room for your addresses, phone
numbers, and email addresses. It also has many blank lined pages for
you to store other important information like account information or the
location of important documents. Use a pencil so your entries are
erasable and easily updated. There is plenty of space between the lines
so you can write larger and easily read your information. Want to see
what the pages in this large print address book look like? Use your
computer and click on the cover for the "Look Inside" feature. (Sorry,
Amazon doesn't make this feature available for mobile browsers!) The
address book has printed alphabetical tabs (with a page index) so you
can find the information you are looking for quickly. Includes pages to
record birthdays, anniversaries and other important dates. Blank lined
pages included for additional notes and other important information.
Large size for easy handling. Large 26 point font for easy reading. Space
for over 300 contacts Size 8 1/2 by 11 inches. Softcover - Matte finish Perfect binding - White paper Extra lined pages for recording phone
numbers, notes, and utility and policy information. Printed Locally.
Fodor's Tokyo - Fodor's 2009
Describes points of interest in Tokyo, recommends hotels and
restaurants, and suggests day trips outside the city
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